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P ROC E ED I MGS
MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGERj

We will hear arguments

first this morning in Delaware against Prouse.
Mr. Qberly, yon may proceed whenever you ar© ready *
OPAL ARGUMENT OF CHARLES M. GBERLY, III, ESQ, ,
ON BEHALF OF PETITIONER
MR. OBERLYs

Mr. Chief Justice and may it please the

Court s
The case that is presently before this Court for
consideration concerns a vary narrow question of whether polis®
officers will be permitted to stop motor vehicles for the sols ,
limited purpose to conduct a license end a registration check.
The facts of this particular case are not in dis
pute.

On November 30th, 1976, an officer ©f New Castle County

Police Department stopped a motor vehicle in which the Raspon|'dent, Mr. Prouse , was an occupant,
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_
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The stop was motivated solely to check for a dri'{

Yer*s license arid registration of the driver of that vehicle.
There was no other wrongdoing or facts indicating suspicion at
.i •••;

•

the time the vehicle was stopped.
■

'

•

•

'

■

: ■
.

Upo

i-

;

;

approaching the vehicle, the officer, -noticed

a smell of marijuana.

A subsequent search and arrest ensued in

which mairjuana was found in the car and ©n the parecrn of
Mr, Prouse.
At the trial court a motion was mad© to suppress
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the evidence which was granted and the holding was then appealed
by the State of Delaware to the Delaware Supreme Court®
On January 30th, 1978«. the Delaware Supreme Court
Affirmed the trial court's ruling holding that random stops
without articulable facts should justify a reasonable suspicion
that there is evidence of wrongdoing are unconstitutional under
the Fourth and 14th Amendments.
The State of Delaware respectfully disagrees with
that holding and sought certiorari in this Court.
In so ruling, the Delaware Supreme Court specifi
cally recognised that there was a legitimate state interest in
the enforcement of its motor vehicle laws.
Furthermoref the Delaware Supreme Court noted that
it was adopting what it called a rigid invalidity rule and the
state submits that such rigid rules have been qschewed by this
Court where they do exact a high toll on the public and where
they Car: frustrate legitimate law enforcement efforts®
It is the state's position, that the Delaware
'Suprema Court r ading of the 14th and-- 4th Amendment requirement
'of articulable suspicion erred in failing to apply the reasonableness test that has been used by this Court sine® Terry
and Brignonl-Force.
The reasonableness test to measure police conduct
has been applied on numerous instances and it caused the Court
to consider the interest ©f society measured against the
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individual rights that were involved in a particular ease.
The: test that has been set out calls for the Court
to weigh the factors of the purpose and the degree of protection,
the public perception of th© stop or seizure that may be in
volved in a particular case and the alternative methods or pro
cedures that would be available to conduct the particular
search or stop in an alternative manner.
After

considering these factors * the expectation

of privacy of th© individual should fee considered and the intru
siveness of that particular search.
It is the state8s sontonfeion that the Delaware
Supreme Court erred in failure to give full consideration t©
these factors, that had it don© so, that the interest of society
fl^buld clearly have indicated that such stops should' «have been
: permitted

- ,i*
•, ; l

Initially, the state would not© that there is a

rules than use ©f the automc vehicle.

When I walk out of this

courtroom, I will ba affected in ©©sends by the motor vehicle
laws of the District of Columbia.

"'V.

Th© ©afire way home will b© affected
The State of Delaware and other surrounding states
and jurisdictions have a paramount sonearn as to who can drive,
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when you can drive* where you can drive* who has insurance and
who doss not have insurance and it is submitted that this is
®ore than just a minimal estate interest* that it is a substan
tial state interest and I need not burden —
QUESTION:

Did the police officer ask if the driver

had insurance?
MR. OBERLY:

In this particular eas®* no* he did

not* Your Honor,,
QUESTIONs

He did not* I knew but would you say*

would the state have — would it be permissible for him to in
quire of the driver on that subject on © random basis whan h@
stopped him?
MR. OBERLY:

Yes* Mr. Justice Stevens* in Delaware

a registration cannot be obtained — which is kept inside
the car — unions there is insurance.
registration that

St is stamped on your

it is valid so in order to even get th©

stamp * you have to have shown that you have insurance.
In the interim* if the insurance had expired during
that period of time the state would submit that you would be
■•’able to inquire because Delaware statute does require that
all vehicle drivers carry a certain minimal amount of insurance
for personal liability.
QUESTION:

Would he also have the right* I suppose*

to ask the man if he had had a drink within the last hour?
MR. OBERLY:

I do not believe that he would have
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that right unless he had some articulable suspicion to pursue
it any further than that.

The state is asking for solely a

limited right simply to check whether or not the individual is
qualified to drive and whether or not that vehicle is properly
registered.
It is not asking that they be given permission to
go any further than that.
QUESTION:

I am having trouble with the word

"random."

Is that really the word or do they stop whoever they

have some

-- I hate to use the phrase — gut reaction to stop?
MR. OBERLY:
QUESTION:

stop every fourth car?

Your Honor, Mr. Justice Marshall, I —
You do not think they can, for example,
That is what I would think would be

random.
MR. OBERLY:
of random that

1 think if you use a classic definition

could possibly be correct.

The Delaware

■Supreme Court and the state have used random as just being —
i.

fs .

QUESTION;

Is there any restriction on who can be

: stopped?
MR. OBERLY:

Not by using fch© test that Delaware

would request.
QUESTIONs

>■

Can the polls® officer stop ail negros?

And would that be ail right.
'• ■

MR. OBERLY:
QUESTION:

That would certainly not bo all right.
Why?

8
MR. OBERLY:
QUESTION:

It would be certainly —

Well, suppose he stopped 20 per e©nt of

them?

MR. OBERLY:

If 20 per cent of the drivers in the

State of Delaware happened to bs negros then 1 submit -—

QUESTIONi

Suppose he stopped all women?

That

would be all right.
MR. OBERLYs

I think, Your Honor, you are indicating

the impossible.
QUESTION %

Would that bs all right, to stop all

women?
MR. OBERLYs
QUESTION s

No, it would not be.
He can only stop whoever he wants to

stop»
MR. OBERLY:

That would be correct, Your Honor,

that they would fee able to stop whomever they want but however,
if there are objective criteria that earn© forth in the —
QUESTION:

Terry does not supply that.

It does

not have any help for you there at all, does it?
MR. OBERLYs

I believe Terry does supply some help

there in ~QUESTIONS
MR. OBERLY %
QUESTION:

Can yon stop anybody?
No, but —

2 thought this Court went to great de

tail to explain what happened in Terry.

That policeman
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watched Terry for about three or four hours, did he not?
MR. OBERLY:
QUESTION:

Yes, he didf Your Honor.
Well, does not random by definition

mean nothing more than the person is driving a motor vehicle on
the highway and that there is not any other ground for stopping
him?
MR. OBERLY:

That is the state's contention, yes,

sir, Mr. Justice Relinquist.
1 would indicate that in Terry the Court did state
that it was concerned with the possibility of harassment
against either racial minorities or other minorities and it was
contended in the ©pinion that it is virtually impossible and a
futile protest to lay down rigid invalidity rules that can
basically
QUESTION:

In Terry the policeman watched a man

casing the joint.
MR. OBERLY:
QUESTION:
MR. OBERLY:
QUESTION:

Yes, he did and that of course -Was this driver easing any place?
1 am sorry?
What was ha doing?

He was driving a

car and there is nothing illegal in that at all, is there?
MR. OBERLY%

That is correct.

He was doing

nothing more than driving a car at the point when he was stopped.
QUESTION:

There is nothing illegal in driving the

car if he has a license and if he has insurance.
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MR. OBERLY:
QUESTIONs

That is correct.
And if h© does not have a license, them

it is illegal, is it not?
MR. OBERLY:
QUESTION:

That is correct.

This is a threshold -

Your point is that Delaware claims the

right to stop any car to s©@ whether h@ has, number on©, the
license to drive it which implies carrying insurance and that
that driver has the title papers to the oar, I suppose9 to
cheek that?
MR. OBERLY3

Tha registration would necessarily

include that that car is properly titled and the name to whom
it is registered and that is all the state seeks is a threshold
determination of whether or not the occupant or the driver, I
am sorry, the driver of a particular vehicle is qualified and
fit to occupy a 4,000-pcund vehicle on our highways or in the
states.
QUESTION:

Does Delaware have safety inspection

laws?
MR. OBERLY s

Delaware has a yearly inspection of

the automobile at which time it is run through an inspection
point to test the brakes, safety and the registration is signed
and a fee is paid and a sticker is given the driver and it is
put on the license and a card indicating the ownership of the
vehicle is then stamped which indicates that the proper insur
ance is ©e there.
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QUESTION %

Wellf ycm do not stop him to s@@ if he

has a sticker?
MR. OBERLY:

No, the sticker is displayed on the

license plats.
QUESTION:

I should hope so.

QUESTION:

This is only yearly.

MR. OBERLY2
QUESTION:

That is only yearly, Your Honor.
Does Delaware have a policy of making

random stops?
MR. OBERLY:

There is no sat policy by any of the

police departments in Delaware that I am aware of that requires
any officers to conduct random stops.

Random stops are fre

quently conduct rid, however and hav© been conducted by the police
department in the State of Delaware.
QUESTION:

Apart from a state policy is there any,

does the record show whether this particular officer was working
pursuant to any local policy or was it just his own initiative?
MR. 0BE1LY:
own initiative.

The record s© indicates it was his

At the particular time fee stopped the automo

bile or the vehicle in which Mr. Prousa was located in ha had
a lull in activity.

Be was not responding to any other crime

scenes and he saw the vehicle and he decided to stop it for the
license registration check but he was acting on his mm at that
time.
QUESTION%

Was the marijuana package in plain sight
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or did he detect that first fro® the odor of the marijuana?
MR. OBBRLY %

As soon as he walked up to the car

h® never had the chance even t©

engage in the initial ques

tioning before he smelled the marijuana.
Ka smelled the marijuana, walked back t© the patrol
car, called for radio assistance, since his stop was going to
be obviously longer than h© anticipated, went back to the car,
asked the driver and the passengers to exit the vehicle at
which time the marijuana was? seen in plain view and a subse
quent arrest of Mr. Prouse and a frisk ©f him found the mari
juana — additional marijuana on his person.
As X have indicated that the Delaware law requires
that every driver, except in very limited circumstances,

hm

; licensed and to fc® licensed, it is the state1s'contention, that
m

; is the minimal standard which has been set up by the legiglat;ufe to determine who may drive a motor vehicle.
Also, the legislature has set up a minimal standard
' ^
"that in order to drive an autemo-vehiele
1‘-'.; ••

BO

that the bitisen®
\Pi
‘
'

••
•••

'

of the stats foe protected, you have to have certain' minimal
i-

j/li:

...

•

:

;i,v

-'

levels of liability insurance and

S’r-h

it is the state's further

-

•

.i

'Contention that unless police officers are given the right fe©
stop vehicles to determine whether er net a parson
‘ '•

is1,
I'

a licensed

‘

driver and whether or not that vehicle is properly registered
with insurance, then that the enforcement ©f the state motor
vehicle laws will become a mere nullity and —
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QUESTION t

1 did not think fch@ Issue here was

whether or not the state could do this.

The question was

whether having done it in th@ maimer it was d@n@ here, the
marijuana seised could b© used as ©videnc®

©gainst the driver.

Is that the issu©?
MR. OBERLY:

Well, I think it is a combination ©f

both.
QUESTION:

You may be denied that without being

denied any authority fe© stop and make a traffic cheek.
MR. OBERLY:

That is a possibility.

However, as

noted in the footnote ©£ the Delaware. Suprema Court Opinion,
that all sides sx@ in basis agreement that the marijuana found
in this ease was in plain view that actually, there was articulaoie suspicion -~
QUESTION:

S know but I thought the issue really

was whether or not you lost the conviction ©f Mr. Prouse.
MR. OBERLY:
QUESTION:

Yes.
On the ground that this evidence was

illegally admitted, did you not?
MR. OBERLY:
©van got to trial.

St was illegally seised.

St never

That is correct.

QUESTION:

Well, then, what you want is that the

conviction be reinstated.
MR. OBERLY:
QUE3TX0N:

We would like the ~
But S do not see if you lose and th®r®
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is an affirmances here, how that at all stops Delaware from
making these stops»
QUESTIONs

Well, did not the Delaware Supreme Court

say the stop violated the Fourth Amendment?
MR. OBERLY s

Yes, the Delaware Supreme Court @3£-

plicitly held that the stop violated the Fourth Amendment.
QUESTION:

So that the police officers should no

longer just stop people because thay hav© bean told that it
violates the Fourth Amendment.
MR. OBERLY:

That is the effect ©£ the holding, that

w© are no longer allowed to ©top people unless there are arti..scalable facts,, that they are —

’

I-':'.'i*

QUESTION:

May 1 suggest that is not reilly what

QUESTIONs

That is what the Supreme Court held,

is involved?
(h ■'' >■'■*

though.
/
that the test that'the
.

Km. / ■

MR. OBERLY %

1 submit

■it
[

'.Supreme Court applied is a

wrong interpretation of what the

hf :

.

'"'requirement of the Fourth Amendment is,
QUEST20Hs

. :lii
t

Of course you could, as Mr. Justice

Blackr.ua suggests, carry out your policy, serve both the state1 s
end and the and of the Fourth Amendment by saying that any
evidence that crates from such a stop is inadmissible. ;
MR. OBERLY:
QUESTION:

As t© ©th©r crimes.
Yes
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QUESTION:

But logically,, no evidence evan of not

having a driver's license or not having a registration woaid
be admissible, either if this is a Fourth Amendment violation,
I de not so© how yon could carry out your policy# if the policy
is to try to find drivers without licenses and without registra
tions .
MR, OBERLYs

That is the state's contention, w©

cannot possibly enforce these unless we have that right.
QUESTION:
get them off tha road.
MR. OBErlYs

You can cancel their license,

You can

You may not be able to convict them.
Your Honor, it is tha state's fealiaf

that if w© sire not able t© stop absent articulable suspicion
and that the Delaware Suprema Court ruling is affirmed, tha
moaning of that would basically fee that any person without ©
driver’s license who has a suspended license, a revoked li
cense or no insurance is being given notice that you may drive
upon the roads of the State of Delaware unless you axe unfor
tunate enough to drive past the officer who previously arrested
you or you violate some other rule of the road and then we
submit that it is possibly too late at that point, that the
determination of who is fit and who is not fit is whether or
not you possess that license, not whether or not you violat®
& law and then you are found not to possess a license.
QUESTION:

Does Delaware pursue the practice also

i

of setting up random check points at which the license of every
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driver is checked?
MR» OBERLY %
QUESTION:

Mo? it does net t Year Honor and —
Many states do.

MR. OBERLYs

Soma states do.

It is my understanding

of course? the border patrol searches are fine examples ©f that®
QUESTION:

I am not talking about border searches.

I am talking about random cheek points that may vary from hour
to hour so long as you stop every car

that comes along ? say?

for twenty minutes or for an hour? you slow up traffic tempor
arily.

That is dona routinely in my City ©f Richmond? Virginia®
MR. OBERLY:

It is the staters contention that the

«se of a road block type ©f procedure is much more than is re
quired under the 14th Amendment.
QUESTION:

But if you have a real problem the

chances of catching people who violate the license law would
be much greater of you could stop 500 ears in 20 minutes than
if you go around at total random of picking up•one here, there
dr yonder? do you not think?
;

MR. OBERLY:
participated in one*

However? may I submit that that does not

solves the basic problem*
hundreds of people.

I have never seen a road block or

Or©? it inconveniences literally

Two? it necessarily makes police officers

exercise random stops only at certain periods of time and
certain localities pursuant to concerted plans or

efforts*

whereas police officers may be driving around doing their
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procedures and their routine patrols and they have lulls and
they have times when they really do not have anything els© to
do.

It would require a greater effort additionally in addition

to the amount of inconvenience it causes every driver.
1 co not believe it necessarily is required.

Th©

application of the exclusionary rule to a ease in which there
has been no evidence whatsoever presented by the Respondent ©£
discrimination which the state submits is not called for in
this case.
The only possible use of the road block type situa
tion would be to minimize the conceivable
crimination

bo

possibility of dis

that everyone is treated equally and it would

be the state's contention that while that could possibly he the
'.-.effect, on the other hand you are inconveniencing literally
.hundreds of individuals to gain benefit on the one hand and —
QUESTION:
equally

How can you say everybody is treated

when it depends cn which policeman you pass by?
MR, QBERLY s

In the random stop situation -you

r -

,

referring to.
QUESTION:

' '

' '

j

are
•'"

U

In the stop in the situation in Delaware.

!

■■

1

It depends on whether the policeman wants to
How, how ©an that apply to everybody?

v

?:'i

stop you or not.

That applies to whoever

is in the area :>f a policeman who feels like he ought to stop
somebody.
MR. QBERLYs

That is correct and there is —

ia
QUESTION:

Well, that Is not equal or everybody.

That is up to the whim of that policeman at that time, more
than likely as to whether he had bad coffee for breakfast or
not.
Is not that true?
MR. OBERLY:
QUESTION s

The state does not think it is true.
And is that not what you are trying to

keep away from with policemen?
MR. OBERLYs
is true.

The state does not believe that that

This case —
QUESTION:

Well, for example, the policeman said

h© knew the smell of marijuana.
MR. OBERLY:

How did he happen to know that?

I believe he knew that from his prior

experience, prior arrests —
QUE iTION:

Why do wo have to have dogs especially

trained to smell marijuana if there are police who can smell it?
MR. OBERLY;

Your Honor, the answer to that is that

the situations involving dogs involves? suitcases, luggage
where it is not burned and the animals are able to ascertain a
smell that a hu tan 'would not be able to ascertain.
QUESTIONj

Mr. Oberly, you mentioned the hundreds

of people would be inconvenienced by the suggestion Mr. Justice
Powell made.

Does the record tell us how often these random

stops are made?

Are there hundreds ©f people stopped?

And if

there are not, how can you b® sure this is more effective than
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the other way?
MR, OBERLY3

Referring to hundreds of people, 1 am

referring to the possibility of a road block which would stop
some thoroughfare and line cars up.
stop hundreds.

1

am presupposing it would

There are no statistics in Delaware of which 2

am aware as to how many random stops have been made.
QUESTION

The only •

On this particular officer, we do not

know how often he does it, either.
MR. OBERLY s

As the record indicates in our

petition for certiorari, he doss it occasionally when he has a
lull in his activities.
QUESTION:
times a weak?

What does that mean?

Maybe a couple of

Or a couple ©f times a day ©r —?

MR. OBERLYi

Unfortunately, the record was never

explored further.
QUESTION*

So if he doss it, say, two or three

times a week, is -this really a very significant deterrent?
Does he catch very many people?
MR. OBERLY:

Your Honor, if that individual does it

two or three times a week times the 400 police officers in the
state -QUESTION:

We do not know if they all do it.

told us there in no state policy or any local policy.

You

This is

one individual who happened to be out and had some extra time
so he thought he would stop somebody«,
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MR. OBERLYs

Your Honor, that is correct although

I do know that it is dons throughout the stata but I cannot give
QUESTION:

Okay, yon are not in a position to tell

us how often or how successful the program is, how many people
they actually find without drivers' licenses.

You do not really

have any information that tells us how wise this policy is, do
you?
MR. OBERLY:
Delaware

Ho, there are no statistics kept in

that 1 am aware of on that.
QUESTION: d© you have regulations, statewide regula-

tion of the police department which says that you are authorised
to do this?

m

MR. OBERLYs

He, there is not any state-authorised
,

i

: except the statement in the law which the police are charged
with enforcement of all laws of the state and the motor vehicle
;©3

\ -i;

author ~aws.
QUESTION:

Well, do yon not have manuals which say

f:

if a guy is hoi ling up a bank you arrest him and things like

: ;• j 1

; that?
MR. OBERLY:
QUESTION:

Ho, we do not, not to that extant.
You do not have manuals for police in

Delaware?
MR. OBERLY:

There are police training manuals

which act ~
QUES'TIOi!s

Well, is that in the training manual?
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MR. OBERLY2
QUESTION 1

Hot that 1 am aware of, Your Honor.
And you do not know of any statewide

regulations which require the police officer to do this?
MR. OBERLY:
QUESTION:
MR. OBERLY:

No, I do not know of any.
This man was a state policeman?
He was a Haw Castle County polio©

officer.
QUESTION:

And how many counties are there in

Delaware, three?
MR. OBERLYs
County

There are three counties.

New Castle

has its own separate police department of approximately

200 officers,

i’hera is the Delaware State Police which covers

the entire state which has 400-plus officers,
QUESTION:

What percentage of the population of

Delaware is concentrated in Hew Castle County?
MR. OBERLY:
QUESTIONs
Vi'V- '

Approximately 75 per cent.
And is the Delaware Turnpike between
''

Wilmington South to Newark and Stanton in New Castle County?
MR. OBERLY:

The entire portion of the turnpike is

in New Castle County.
QUESTIONs

How many lanes are there each way on

that?
MR. OBERLY:

There were three lanes in each

direction.
QUESTION:

My question, if we understood each other,
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included all the police in Delaware, city, county, state*
MR. OBERLY:

Yes, I am not aware of written policy

in this area.
QUESTION:

Thank you.

QUESTIONs

Tell me, does Delaware have one of these

programs for checks of agricultural products?
MR. OBERLY s

The border-type search for agricul

tural products like California?
QUESTION s
MR. OBERLY:

Something like that.
No, I have been a lifelong resident of

Delaware and I do not know of any type of policy like California
has and some of the western states have.
QUESTIONS:

Trucks ~ no commercial vehicles auto

matically have to stop at th® — when they some into the state?
MR. OBERLY:

Nq„

There is only one weighing station

that has just be m implemented in the State of Delaware but
'there is not a weighing process that is utilised for all states
that are using our highways, either.

They are just simply

stopped,again,the same way automobiles are stopped to cheek
whether or not the truck drivers have their correct papers,
whether it is interstate commerce papers or not and that is done
on a random basis, likewise.
Agaiist it, the state submits, is a substantial
interest in this case.
significance.

The facts of this case are of crucial

It is submitted that the encroachment on the
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individual8s liberty is minimal.

Th© state is not asking for

anything more than the right to simply check the license and
registration.

It is not asking to b® given the right to con

duct flashlight searches and numerous other horribles that are
paraded before the Court in the Respondents brief.

The intru

sion is minimal at best and the anxiety and the stigma that has
been attached has been, it is submitted, is grossly overplayed.
1 do not believe that any of the citations used by
the Respondent support the argument, certainly us© of BrignoniFonce in footnote 8 does not support their argument rand the
reservation in liar tin® c-Fuerte of this Court in footnote 14
does not support: the argument that this Court has in any way
laid down the rule to guide in these particular-type cases.
Lastly,, it would be the state's contention that we
would respectfully request that this Court apply the use of the
word "reasonableness™ in interpreting what the Fourth Amendment
requires in weighing the society’s interest, loss of life, the
property damage of who is fit to drive and who can be insured
and weigh that against the minimal inconvenience of al driver
who is stopped and it is the state’s contention that that would
come down on the side of the state to exercise this type of
■activity.
There has been no allegation ©f discrimination by
the Respondent.

There are no facts other than supposition or

hypothesis that this could be abused.

Case law is clear that
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in situations where there is abuse that can be shown — it was
shown in the Hyland

case cited by the Defendants where long

haired individuals were stopped and no ease of which the state
is aware has the exclusionary rule ever been extended to a
situation in which there has bean no proof ©f illegal police
conduct and we would submit that that would be an erroneous
extension of the exclusionary rule.
QUESTIONs

Mr. Qberly, it may be of no legal signi.

ficance but as 1 read the record, there was n© conviction in
this case, was there?

Was not the trial before Judge Grant the

motion to suppress in the appeal taken before the Supreme Court
of Delaware before trial?
MR. OBERLY:

That is correct.

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER:?

Mr. Lukoff.

ORAL ARGUMENT OF DAVID M. LUKOFF, ESQ.
ON BEHALF OF RESPONDENT
MR. LUKOFFs

Mr. Chief Justice and may It please

the Courts
The question presented in this argument is whether
police officers may randomly stop motor vehicles for license
and registration cheeks.
facts.

I think we first have to look at the

Specifically, X would like to refer the Court to some

additional facts.
Wa Co not disagree with the state's position, the
facts stated in their Appendix.

However, there are soma
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additional facts which 1 believe ara important.
First of ally this was a night-time seizure.
Secondly, th© word “random" is very important.
The Delaware Supreme Court used th© word "random."
ware Superior Court used that word.

The Dela

But I think we have to

look at Officer Avena's answer to a question as to what random
meant to him.
He was asked by th© prosecutor, was the stop in a
random manner?
was,

That was essentially the question.

csi saw the car

His response

in the area and 1 was not answering any

complaints so 1 decided to pull them off."
VfyS

\ i‘-f vk

If we define random in that way we are using the
word es meaning arbitrary.
•

'■

'

;

QUESTIONj

•

'i •

Well, it is your position that anything,

anything that was found in the car following this stop may not
be used in evidence in any single case.
MR. LUKOFFs
QUESTION:

Is that right?

That is correct, Mr. Chief Justice.
Suppose instead of the prohibited drugs

they had found in the trunk of the ear a human being bound and
gagged who was :eing kidnapped?

You could not prosecute ‘the

kidnapper for that offense, then, under your theory and under
the theory of the Supreme Court of Delaware.
MR. LDKOFFs

Mr. Chief Justice, unless there were

some facts that would help —
QUESTION %

Take the same facts precisely but instead
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of marijuana it is a 14-year-old girl bound and gagged in the
trunk of the car but still alive.
MR. LUKOFF:

The ultimate result of this rule would

be that that could not be used.
QUESTION

Could not be used.

QUESTION:

fir. Lukoff, if just stopping to ask him

for a driver’s license, how would they find the man in the
trunk?
MR. LUKOFFt
the entire point'..

Well, that, Mr. Justice Stevens, is

The state is asking here for the mare oppor

tunity to seise the vehicle for a moment, as they state, for
checking licens® and registration.
QUESTION:

Let ra® add a factor.

The victim,

hearing soma conversation, makes enough noise in the back of
the trunk so that the suspicions of the police are esscitad
and aroused.
MR. LUKOFF :

There is obviously no question that

they could assist the victim.

That is of first and utmost

importance„
QUESTION:

Just sav© the victim but not prosecute

the kidnapper.
MR. LUKOFF:

I think the ultimate result,

Mr. Chief Justice, is that is in fact the case.

Because that

•evidence — because the seizure would be invalid.
QUESTION:

Let me extend that beyond.

Instead of
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a live victim who could tap on the trunk of the car and get
soma attention, the policeman having found some illegal, some
contraband material, marijuana, heroin, guns, a bagful of
currency in large amounts, then decides to search th@ entire
car and he finds a dead body in the back.
On your theory he cannot be prosecuted for posses™
sion of a dead body if that is a crime in Delaware or for the
murder if ha is —
MR. LUKOFPs
pie

±n

Mr. Chief Justice, if I may, the exam-

the kidnapping case, if I may go to that for a moment,

of course the victim could testify and there would ba evidence
from that victim, the possession of the person or persons
QUESTION s

That is why I moved to somebody who

cannot testify.
MR. LUKOFFs

Who cannot testify.

That was my

'H|b
'

.understanding of your change.

;

‘

QUESTION %

%*

' /< •.-!«*♦

* •

Mr. Lukoff, do you understand'-the Stata
•>

V *

of Delaware to be seeking to justify th© practice on jtjhe basis
f$£:.

Wi:M

g

-that there is some probability or at least a possibility that
rp\
]'W

""

■

stopping cars they may find- some dead bodies ancighna and

so forth and so on?

Is that the justification for this practice?

it -

■

MR. LUKOFFs

•

Mr. Justice Stevens, that is--hot their

justification, as I see it.
QUESTION:

I suppose if it war© you soulct stop p©o-

Pi® 1® high crime areas and say, do you have a gun? and frisk
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them.

There are a lot of ways you can find evidence of crime

if you do not have any limitation on the amount of stopping and
searching you do.
MR. LUKOFF:

That is, in fact, the case.

The state

is not asking, as I understand it, to have the authority to go
beyond just the initial seizure.

They are not attempting to

search the vehicle or stop the vehicle in any manner looking
for other evidence.
QUESTION:

Suppose we return to my question now,

to complete your answer about fell® body in the back of the ear.
MR. LUKOFF:

Mr. Chief Justice, the difficulty, ©f

•sours®, is that that is not the direct state interest..

I think

it would follow as the most horrible situation, perhaps, that
assuming that, in fact, the body is in the back of the car,
th®'s if the seizure is invalid, the seizure is unconstitutional,
that it would therefore follow that evidence would be .excluded.
But. that xa not what the state is looking for nor
asserting as an interest hero.

Their interest, they,claim, is

on© of traffic safety, that the documents that ar® possessed by
th® individual in some way ar© going to assist them In that
traffic safety.
QUESTION s
f-id. LUKOFF:
QUESTIONs

Before you move on

—

j

Yes, Mr. Justice' POwell.
~ may I ask you a question?

Delaware have gam® wardens?

Does
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MR* LUKOPFs

It is my understanding, Mr. Justice

Powell, that they have Fish and Gams, they have an environmen
tal protection officer or game warden, similar, I believe they
are.
QUESTION:

Are you a hunter?

MR. LUKQFFs
QUESTION:

I am not, Mr. Justice Powell.
Well, perhaps you are not familiar with

the practice of game wardens of making random stops to see
whether the hunters have licenses and also to s@© whether or
not they have g.sime in their bags that is unauthorised to be
killed at that time or perhaps duck hunters have killed more
than the limit.

Are you familiar with that?

MR. LUKOFFs

I am not familiar with that procedure

"although here, if that is the case —
I can tell you personally that is the

QUESTION:
•case.
Vi:;

•

If

...

MR. LUKOFFs
QUESTION t

I would —
That is also true with federalism©

■

■ gardens.

i

j.

They sometimes us© helicopters.

'

#j|

r" M
' :

MR. LUKOFF:

\

V

1

»

Sfe would be Respondent4s' position,

Mr. Justice Powell, that there is a substantial interest, if
nothing ©Isa, the protection ©f gam© which this kind of seisure
»•?

f

!'of the'parson who is licensed with a specific hunting license
t© carry a weapon, belt an antique weapon ©r a modern gun.
QUESTION:

You are not suggesting protecting gam®
■

7*

'■

j.
I
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is more importent then protecting the public from unlicensed
drivers, are you?
MR. LUKOFFs

From unlicensed drivers?

merely a question of unlicensed drivers

If it is

x think that there

perhaps is a. greater protection or at least the same protection
but from unsafe? drivers that is © different question.

Unsafe

drivers e we would submit, ©re a greater —
QUESTION:

Let in® ask you} ©re there more drivers

than there are hunters?
MR. LUKOFFs

■V.-/

That is also true, Mr. . Justice

.;iMarshall.
l

QUESTION %

1
... - .j;**
1 would expect that when you -are driving

H'

.•

-.'Mi

\ yon are not a hunter•

•v*

iw'*-? ii--f •

.i'.*. A

.

.f

QUE /flO'iJ s

You would not think that- the oonssrva-

ta.on of game is more important than the control of marijuana

I,: .

"v . . \/;H

•'and heroin and whatnot, would you?

i’*'

•

MR. LUKOFFs

•%'. Chief Justice.

They are at least squally importantv

Another important factor that I iaelieve

• was brought out by Mr. Justice Rowell, was that there are no

•

%

'regulations.
)

:

y

'1

V-

-

.-.A?)

If this is such an important, interest to the state,
why docs not the state through legislation and through the
Attorney General's ©pinions ©r through police officers, superior
polls© officer guidelines, sot up regulations for these types
©f stops?
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QUESTION:

I thought you conceded that it was an

important interest.
MR. LDKQFF?

Mr. Justice Rahnquist, we did not con

cede that — we concede that traffic safety is an important
interest and that is the asserted interest that the state has
presented hare.
QUESTION?

Well, the State of Delaware has deter

mined, apparently, that the way it will further that interest
is by the policy of random stops that apparently everyone has
agreed upon in

discussing this.

You describe it as arbitrary.

The stata describas it as random.

When a police officer is not

called out on any other thing more major, he simply will stop
a car at random without any reason to believe that the person
does not have a license and without any articulable' grounds for
bsuspicion.
MR. LUKOFF:

That is what the state is attempting

to get.
QUESTION:
MR. LUKOFF?

That is their policy.

Do you —

I would disagree with you, sir.

QUESTION?

That is what Officer Avena did, at any

QUESTION?

Mr. Lukoff, do you agree that that is

rate.

the state policy or the policy of on® police officer?•
MR. LUKOFF?

That is not, as I understand it, the

state policy, Mr, Justice Marshall,
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Mr. Justice Reimquist, I would refer specifically
to questioning of Officer Av®na in the suppression hearing in
which he was asked whether there are departmental regulations
and he answered in the negative-? none that h© knew of.
whether there was an

And

Attorney General guideline and he also

answered in the negative and I have reviewed the statutes and
there is nothing in the statutes which permit this.
QUESTIONS

Well, then, let us say it was the policy

of this particular officer to do that®

No one disagrees about

that, do they?

K'.:, :r-‘

MR. LOKOFF%
he does it sometimes.

Well, the disagreement is that he says
I do not know if it is a full-blown

policy but the problem there is, of course, that that leads to
the individual

>f fleer's whim.

It is - arbitrary.

He can choose

whomever he pleases9 for whatever reason.
QUESTIONS

Well, unless the Constitution forbids

him from doing it, he is entitled to it, X take it.
MR. LUKOFF?

’

Our position is that the Constitution,

in fact, forbid: him from doing it, the Fourth Amendment
specifically.
QUESTIONs

You would say the same thing if there

was a written policy for every officer to make ten stops a day.
MR. LUKOFFt
QUESTION %
her©.

That is true, Mr. Justice White.
And the random problem has no relevance

It really does not.
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MR. LUKQFFs

Mr. Chief Justice,, the difficulty

with randomness is how you test whether it is truly random.
If there is soma form of electronic device which picks every
tenth car in a truly random manner? that may b@ random.
QUESTIONs

Well, ami you not assume that a police-

man can count up to ten?
MR. LUKQFF:

We can assume that but we cannot

assume that he ■—
QUESTIONS

He does not n©@d an electronic device

to stop every tenth car? does he?
MR. LUKQFFs

He does not need that? Mr. Chief

Justice? but the difficulty is that how do we check as to
whether or not he in fact is doing ’that?

Again, it is arbitrary,

if all he says is, "I stopped the tenth car.”

We do not know

it was not the eleventh or the ninth.
QUESTIONs

Your response to Mr. Justice Whits

indicates that it would not make any difference for your case
in the position you are taking whether the state legislature had
authorized the Attorney General to promulgate rules?' guidelines
and he promulgated them and said the officers may do thus and
so, you would still make the same points.
MR, LUKQFFj

Mr. Chief Justice, that presents a

slightly different problem.

There are different legal issues

that may b® involved if the legislature has spoken, being the
duly-elected officials of the paople.

The question there is,
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again, there wonId have to he some way to test the guidelines,
we submit.
QUESTION 5

I think that your response to the Chief

.Justice certainly differs from — shows that you differ, at
least, from my understanding of constitutional law that I would
think that the action taken by the state here and. represented
by a state attorney represents the policy of the state, albeit
you cannot argue that it is a uniformly-applied policy and that
for the legislature to place its imprimata on the policy does
not make it any different from a constitutional point of view.
MR. LUKOFFs

Well, Mr. Justice Rehnquist, the state

has not taken it upon itself to give us any guidance.

There is

nothing in the record that can be shown or that 1 know of
personally about the State of Delaware in which they have said,
"This procedure is going to be followed.”
It is true, the state has appealed this case, has
brought writ of cart to this point but that does not give us
the sanction that the defense would submit is necessary.
QUESTION:

Does the Supreme Court of Delaware have

any authority to speak for the State of Delaware?
MR. LUKOFF:
QUESTION:

Yes, it does, Mr. Justice Marshall.
Wall, it said, "We rule that before the

government may single out an automobile to stop it, there must
exist specific facts justifying the intrusion.

Conversely, a

random stop in the absence of specific justifying facts is
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unreasonable and unconstitutional."
That is the Suprema Court of the State of Delaware.
MR. LUKOFFi

That is correct, Mr. Justice Marshall.

I have spoken to that issue.
QUESTION s

Does that have as much authority as the

designee of the Attorney General's office?
MR. LUKOFFs
QUESTION?
MR. LUKOFFs

Being one of the —
Or the policemen?
Clearly as much authority if not

greater.
QUESTIONs

I do not understand that.

QUESTION:■

Mould you say that the Suprema Court

of Delaware was — felt itself constrained by the Federal
Constitution or that it was simply ruling as a matter of state
policy?
MR. LUKOFFs

Mr. Justice Kehnquist, that was

brought out in our brief in our third point, the question of
whether there wore adequate state grounds.

We brought that

out because we felt the Court should be aware of that.
QUESTION:
not on®.

There is not a federal case on that page,

There is a Pennsylvania ease, a New York case, a

Nebraska case, & South Carolina case but not one federal case.
MR. LUKOFF:

The court, the Supreme Court of

Delaware did not refer to Brignoni, did not refer to Martinse
to support its opinion.

Thfir© is ~
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QUESTIONS

Well, what is the significance of the

sentence, “Th© Delaware Constitution, Article 1, Section VI,
is substantially similar fe© the Fourth Amendment and a violation
of the latter is necessarily a violation of the former."
MR. LOKOFFs

Mr. Justice Brennan, the signifloan©©

is that there is an ambiguity in the Delaware opinion as to
whether they are relying solely upon th® federal question or,
in fact, they are also relying upon independent state grounds.
QUESTIONS

Well, are you suggesting that that is

. th® decision — that this decision rests both on the Delaware
I'-":

•

•.

f;..Constitution and the Fourth Amendment?
:

MR. LUKOFFs

It appears fe© rely upon both. but,

'i'-:;;
■ again, it is ambiguous.
QUESTION*

And if it does rely ©a both?
'

MR. LUKOFFj

\

1

-1

:

If it does rely raoon adequate, and

& '

; 4

'independent state grounds, then this Court —
QUESTIONs

If it does rely om both, than it does

r r©ly ©n adequate and independent state grounds»
MR, LOKOFFs
ambiguity.

Is that it?

That is th® difficulty with the

If it in fact relies upon feho© grounds, then this

Court, 2 would submit, would not. have the jurisdiction, because
it could be possibly merely an advisory ©pinion that this
Court could render.
QUESTION %

It is clearly a constitutional argument.

QUESTIONi

Mr. Lukoff, on th© question that was
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raised before, your opponent suggests that the ultimate test
under

the Fourth Amendment is on® ©f reasonableness and in your

view is there any difference in the strength of the presumption
of reasonableness ©f state action depending on whether th©
policy determination has been mad© by the stats legislature ©a
the on® hand or by an isolated polls® officer on th® other?
MR. S.UKOFF*

Then®

nay be th© presumption of legiti

macy cr a stronger ©as® when the legislature has spoken because
th® legislature» we assume, speaks for th© people arid perhaps
th© peopl© have accepted this kind @£ intrusion but we d@ not
know that in this ©as© because Delaware has not spoken t© this
(/■specific issue.
h\':.

However;, it has spoken through statute to /the ,
specifically to the question ©f nonannual inspections'of vehi™
si@s in which we recited in our brief and in Title 21» Section
Mri
■
; V'' :
2.144 in which Delaware said in essence that a police officer
' say upon reasonable cause» stop a vehicle for an inspection,
ffi

■ .

• '■ ■■';•••

?

well, that ~ the legislature heis spoken in that area/ spoken
'.about nonannual inspections and that appears to 'be important to
til: because they have already mafia a decision specifically in
that area and the words "reasonable caus©85 ©a» readily be in™
j

terpreted as articulable facts®
OTEBTlOMs

■:••■' " Jj

Wall, why did not th® Supreme Court ©f

Delaware go off on that ground?
ME. LUKOFFs

TIi© question @£ safety, although
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raised, did .not. come up quit© as clearly, perhaps as in fehis
case»
QUESTION?

The statute you ar© referring fe© is a

safety inspection, not a driver8s lieens© ©r motor vahiel©
registration statute?
MR. LUKOFPs

It is a safety inspection bat then the

' registration statute is also a safety inspection, Mr. Justie©
Rehnquisst.

It is a safety inspection.
QUESTION:

But at any rat© the Supreme Court of

Delawares did not rely on that statist©
MR. LUKOFP:
1, ;. ■ .

»

It did not.

'
«

■

QUESTION?

—

•

.

•: :

•

.

in saying the officer ©sseaeded hi®
••

■

.

• •■. i f. >

authority under the statute.
MR. LUKOFFs
.reaching fehair opinion.

tfs

.

QUESTION?

They did not' rely on that statute in
■ i

-

J-M'

Did you file & response fe© the petition

. for. e@rtiora.ri?
P*
y

?

MR. LUKOPFs
|li; .

Yes, w© did,'Mr. Justice Stewart.

'
questions

■among ay papers.

al

1 just did not seem to hWa’ it her®

In that response did — oh, I see It:, it is

aiiinaographsd.
MR» LUKOFFs
QUESTION:

""
That is eorrasfe, Mr. Rustic© .; Stewart.
In y®er brief in opposition did you

"point out the possibility that this? opinion ©£ the Delaware
'Suprema Court may rest mg m I put it, an independent state
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ground?
MR. LUKOFFi

Yes,

we did.

QUESTIONS

Yon

QUESTION s

I think that the problem is the last

did.

paragraph
MR. LUKOFF?
QUESTION s

I am sorry, Mr. Justis® Marshall?
The last paragraph of the Supreme

Court of Eelawar®5® opinion said sp@eifiea.lly the Fourteenth

v

Amendment of the United States Constitution.
MR. LUKOFFs

They did not speak ©f the state

constitution in the last paragraph.
.

QUESTION S'

That is true,

But they did mention in the Federal

• Con3titution -MR. LUKOFF?

They clearly saentioned the Federal
i.
J

c v -Con ati tut ion.

m

tf

QUESTION-

And some people think the last paragraph

i-of an opinion is the opinion.
r<
K-i-,,

V V-

MR. LUKOFF?

They also* Mr. Justio© Marshall» in

Ui
•the first paragraph, spoke about both a violation ©£ the federal
S'riV : -

: V

%.

'■

and state constitutional guarantees, in the first paragraph ©£
the opinion.

vl
QUESTIONt
MR. LUKOFF?

W© hold therefor®, which
I agree.
And what about it?

:-

QUEST 101! s

Okay.

QUESTXOMs

What about the Court's posing ©f the
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issue as being whether or not this stop violated the Fourth
and Fourteenth Amendments?
That is the specific issue,
Again,, not referring t© the state

MR. LDKOFFsi
constitution —
QUESTIONS

On page 5 ©f the -- end I suppose you

would acre© if the reason it violated the stats constitution
was that it violated th© Fourth Amendment.
MR. LOKOFFs

The Delaware Supreme Court interpreted

the state constitution as being essentially the

sqm

as th© --

feh@ state constitution provision as being essentially the same
'las the —
QUESTIONS

Well , why do you think they posed the

legal issue as being whether the Fourth and Fourteenth Amend••

meats were being violated?
MR. KJKQPFs

I believe that may

have 'been how the
:: ‘I

question was asked and was referred to on briefs by both sides
.and th® issue was issued @a a Federal Constitutional- grounds

r below

oven though tin© state constitution obviously h0 pro

visions which are comparable t© the Federal Constitution»
Beyond ’th© nature of th® intrusion wo aro^talking
about her©

1

think it is important that feh® Court look at th©

V ‘.

: nature of feh® intrusion.
evening, November.

H@r@ is a nighttime stop,

Th® lights are used.

1 tl'Q

in th®

Thera is clearly th®

anxiety, the concern, th® fear, th© similar kinds of anxiety
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and subjectiva intrusion that tills Court considered bo Impor
tant in Brlgnonf.

Mx& yon suggesting that if it had bsen

QUEST£014s

' high noon on a sunn;/ dry ~MR. LUKOFPs
QUESTXORs

He would not have ~
*»- it would bo different?
Mr. Chief Justice, it would not he

MR. LUKOFPs

"different in the constitutional aspects*
QUESTIONs

Well, is that not all that we are

talking about her©, the constitutional aspect?
MR. LUKOFPs

The nature of the — the reason 1

brought in the fact that it was nighttime is because it shows
that this type of arbitrary seim&ra can be accomplished at any
time of the day ©r night.
QUESTION:

Yes, well, an© explanation and it would

seem to be an obvious one, is that at 12:00 midnight a policei®ess probably has more time t© make random stops than he does at
1 high noon and therefor© might do it more often*
MR. LUKOFPs
questions

Mr* Chief Justice, 1 -Does It make any difference to your

constitutional argument?
ME. LUKOFPs

It does not.

St goes to the--subjec

tive nature of the intrusion to some extent.

Xt is'a factor.

Th© individuals,, the sudden appearance of the vehicle,- the
■ police vehicle with th© lights and th© siren, @t cetera, this
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is the natura ©f the subjective intrusion„ how it is affecting

the individual who is being sailed and the day or night is a
factor but not a constitutional factor and that is it.

It goes

to th® natur® of tfea intrusion itself.
QUESTION:

lour

whole argument is like the states#

it is a little bit of an amalgam ©f everything» is it not?

I

mm Bn , you would not want t© subtract th® nighttim© ©l©saanfe from
yovx case any more 'than the state would want to subtract some
©f the ©laments from its case.

That is what th© Fourth Miand-

' "stent is all about, reasonableness•
&V

MR, LUKOFFt

Well, whether or not it was day or

■

i

night in th® balance» in th© reasonableness balance would not»
; w® submit» make a difference.
QUESTION:

-

*•»

S© you say» then, that the nighttime

aspect thing simply does not make any difference.
MR, LUKOFF:

It is one additional factor,

St does

net» in the ultimate testing it is a factor and only that this
stop wag nighttime.

St is a fact that was there®

How, the Court, I do not believe could fashion a
rule that said it is okay in the daytime but not at nighttime.
W® are not asking that,
QUESTIONs

We are suggesting —
What if Officer Avan© had testified that

he made stops only between sunrise and sunset because he
realised it was kind of a hairy experience for somebody to have
a whirling red light pull up behind him at night?

Would you
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think your casti was any weaker?
MR. LUKOFFs
QUESTIONi

Ho, Mr. Justis® Rehnquist.
What is your position as t© Mr. Justla©

P©w@!l8s suggestion of a random checkpoint sat--up?
MR. LUKOFFs

Mr* Justis® Blackmun, tha position ©f

■tha Defendant is that the random checkpoint stops which the
State ©f Delaware specifically slid not reach in the lower
©pinion are, as this Court has held, lass intrusive in terras of
the very subjective and the objective intrusiveness,'X believe,
that was held in Martinez and —

-

•

1 • h
.•

QUESTION:

&nd so?

V •«*«#

What is your position?

That is

■' what 1 am trying to understand.
^

•

ivi - v .?.,
.« •’*

MR. LUKOFFs
QUESTION s

Our position is that —
1 know it is less-intrusive but X do

kmmf know what your position is.

MS. LUKOFFs

It is less-intrusive but it .raises

other issues. It is «=— sm believe would b® one- faetor in de,■■■
'-'■■■ ...
?,''(Siii©f the natur® of — the difficulty, of course, In that the
random. stop — excuse :athe roadblock point does eilteiaat©
•; ■ ieas of the intrusiwiness •

Whether it is still constitutionally

Remissible makes a more difficult question, to.

■'tyj

"•because of the less-intrusive nature.
r.'

p-

'•

;

.

least,

i,»

;

' ;
T.'f:

In th© balancing test it may sway the scales to> aiMs the validity ©f the stop.

W© era not in a position to

;s©y that it, in fact, does do that.
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QUESTIONS

Is not there a factor on the ©thar side,

though, there as to the reasonableness element in that if yon
**7 to conduct fi roadblock ©n

the Delaware Turnpike at a busy

time, you are not just going to intrude the same amount on the
people you actually stop,

You are going to slow down. and stop

&: whole bunch of people and inconvenience them in a, way that
you do not if you follow the policy followed here® :
MR. LUKOPPs

That may b© true based ~ but again,

M.
'V!::the requirement.. I think. If you use the roadblock type -assuming the roadblock is a valid constitutional mechanism, if
.■you us© it, it would appear important, t© mmy the
ife’.: .
(}>Mw state set up guidelines as to when it can be
|4V
. '■
•
rVwK'at time so to lessen that kind of inconvenience

leftist, that
'» ]
used and
;7 h.
thdt would

^'perhaps mrm out of an S-95, the Delaware Turnpike rdch. hour
te-.-

<; .T '

^problem.

y ;

Wy
It.

1 -think that that kind @£ problem can b$i scirmifflIttl'

.vented by setting up your roadblocks
M
l^them and if that is a* permissible
Q0EST10Hi

9-

if you are

to us©
i-N

So then if someone driving

Delaware

tensdke daring sash hour would <M confidant he, «t laast,
_ would news: ba eakad for his driver's lisaaa® or his motor
vshisia ragiofcrt.tion because the state would not sot tip a road
block at that time.

MS® 2,M0FF8

■

t

»©* S am not suggesting they cannot,

Mrc Justi©© Rehnguist but 1 believe the factors of the time
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element is important in the decision as to whether a roadblock
would b© iffsstlvi and there maf ba & greater interest in the
'"lack ©£ the inconvenience to the generally lawfully motoring
public than th®ir@ would b© gain in a safety manner 'from stopping
: <sv®sy vfihiel©*
QUESTIONS
^question to ask®

Mr® Lukoff,

1'have a rath®r"'s@rious

The record, as 1 understand it, shows that

Mr. Prouse was sot '‘die driver of the oar, that there were three
passengers in the car and that the officer's tesfcimosiy suggests
. that h© was not the driver.
1 do not think under Raicus against Illinois ha
has standing to raise the Federal Constitutional Issue.

So

is it not neces rary to dismiss the writ as improvidently granted?
MR. LUKOFF:
ambiguous»

Mr. Justice Stevens, the record is

There is soma question
QUESTION *

Did not the of floor testify," -£T don't,

believe he was the driver18?
is page A-12.
HR. LOKOFF*
fy

u

He indicates here on arrest.
-

#

•< -

This

•.*»

Ha talked about, the officer"did testi

ia that regard but he was not. clear totally - and a part

©fi

the difficulty ©£ course is that it is elaar from the record
that Mr. Prouse was the registered owner o£ the vehicle, that
Im had a proprietary interest in the vehicle because of his
ownership.
Now, 1 do not believe Ralcas would apply in the
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standing aspect hera bcieauae, if 1 recall Raicus, that type of,
they did not roach the decision as to whether the registered
owner —- or if they did, they spoke the registered owner had
feh® proprietary interest.
Raicus, as 2 understand it, spoke about the pass@n«*
g©rs who had no proprietary interest.
QUESTION;

Th® reeord shows h® was fch® owner of

: the vehicle?

MR. LDKOPFs

m-

Y@s, Mr. Justice Stevens.

.

faiV

-

: v

2 am
■: ■
.

V

looking at the state's Appendix referring t© a-10 and the
lv
*
answer is, "I know the ear was registered t© him but 2 don't
f>V-

•

know who was driving.”

-••?

S© that develops both the ownership ©£

his but also the ambiguity as to who was driving as to that
||S|isw©r.

\:s

"/rJh

■
QUESTIONS
MR. LUKOFFs

Thank you.
«W
Obviously, this whole■ case, .ht^s a lot

. ,*o do with police officers' discretion and this' Court has,
i.-,,-..

fr:
,*

'

. throughout its history, spoken about the concept of.ju||fottered
discretion in police officers and their ability to' ta||e action
\r

,

(

:r

without guidelines or controls.

,

r>-: .

It is our position that the state interest, asserted
:
■ ‘6©f safety is not, in fact, enhanced by these stops. It is
further ©nr position that a rul@ permitting these kind of stops
would allow uncontrolled, unfettered discretion ©f the polls®
officers to stop whomever they pleased.

• ■

■

>■
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According t© the Dalaware Safety Council,
148,©00,000 vehicles are ©a the roads today.
The rules th© state would have

you determine is the

ability ©f a police officer to stop any ©n@ ©f those vehicles
at say tins© of the day or night without any causa ©a the pre. 'text of checking licenses and registration.
That power is great.

|v '■■■■•

that power should not h® abused.

As is true in many instances,
■>■

Absolut® discretion; like

absolute power, corrupts absolutely.

ir.

■.

Thank you.

■ri-h

■

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER*
B© you have

fffA'

mything

V©ry wall, Mr. Lukoff.

further , Cernui!® 1?

'

I,
REBUTTAL ARGUMENT OF CHMJSS M. OBERLY, ’-III,, ESQ.
*-••• K'.
MR. OBEPItY * The only conmsnt the state would like
life i--:.
f${" :
■:to make is, again, the Respondent» railed on Brirmbnl -heavily
'

'1

5.; asd 2 submit that this Court in irignoni noted that i:t gave
W' ""
<:■

.

-*

•

1 border patrol officers the right to stop oar® for questioning
'

I . ■
. ...

.

•

l

.

j.:j3@for® the enforcement of the immigration law® and it used a
{

basically articulable suspicion test andrthe reason, I

=••.

*

•

Vj

“■■submit, or the state submits, the Court utilised thh^vjtest was
in that ©pinion it specifically states that there are objective
criteria in which you can determine that articulable suspicion
such as somebody might us© a oar ©f a certain length.
Thor© might be Mexican that would have a haircut
that'you could tell and there say be people ducking down in the
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seat.

There may b© Information that the border patrol agents

have received that would give the articulable suspicion to stop
and the difference between those cases and this a as® is there
is absolutely no indicia ©r criteria that a poiie© officer can
look at and say , "That parson does not have insuranceeB
"That parson does not have a license."

lad lacking

that, if the states3 motor vehicle laws are to ba enforced,
"they have to be given that right.

Unless there- is"a showing ©£

abuse which can be dealt with, unless there is a showing of ©
pretext — and there was non© her© —- then it is not proper for
'■‘•the Court to extend the exclusionary rule just on a Ij^potheti|j£P«l situation that does not exist.
QUESTIONt

:-T

Mr. ©berly, would you sosacient ©n the

\iy.
: 4^
*. suggestion that thin decision may rest ©a the Delaware Conati'

•rt

litution as well as the federal Constitution?

f v:

ME.

©SIMs

>

• -v

if^i.’J

"" h.

As 2 read the Delaware- Supierae Court

Opinion it sisaply says, mss Article I Section VI is.-like the
•^federal»

-fe will interpret

u v

I Vf.P

the federal Constitution'.*
;

• If the federal Constitution would roguish-certain
"tests we would go along with that and it ig very clekr —
QUESTIONS

Wall* X know but it did not. - ,T do not

read it as saying, or do you, that we "are compelled by a© in
terpretations of the Fourth Amendment similarly to interpret
the Delaware Constitution?
Ml* OBEKLY*

2 do not know whether they read it as
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they were compelled to but it is

my ©lear reading ©f that

©pinion that they did not consider th© efcat© constitution
' separately and independently®

They task this solely on th®

/'Fourth Miendmant as applied to the states through the Fourteenth
/ Amendtisnt«
QUESTION:

1 wonder if it im th© kind ©f ease

/ W® have had several ©£ them -- where we have r@®and®d 't© th®
"State Supr@m© Court t© tell us whether they did or did not rest
■ .: > ••

©a the State Constitution*
I?

'*•

•}

l; r;

Do you suppose that might b® appropriate/ here?
MR. OBERLYs
; bo appropriate.

I do not believe it would' -he^ssarily

I think the Supreme Court has very- -.clearly

indicated that they interpret this m Fourth Amendment ©as®
-5y ■;

y.f,rv

'

v1

//bat I imagine that is a possibility.
|

..

_

MR. CHIEF JUSTICE BURGERs

ti;

v.

i\

'

Thank you, gentlemen*

Th® ease i© submitted.
{Wh€:ir@upon, atilt00 ©“©lock a.m. the ease' was
.

submitted.1
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